Dark matter Axion search with riNg Cavity Experiment
DANCE: Development of control system for long-term measurement
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Abstract
Axion-like particles (ALPs) are pseudo-scalar particles that are candidates for ultralight dark matter. ALPs interact with photons
slightly and cause the rotational oscillation of linear polarization. DANCE searches for axion dark matter by enhancing the rotational
oscillation in a bow-tie ring cavity.
The signal to noise ratio of DANCE can be improved by long-term observation. The laser frequency needs to be controlled to the
cavity resonance during the observation. In this poster session, I will report on the developed control systems for long-term observation.

1. Introduction | ALPs and DANCE

3. Method and Result

Dark Matter Search
・Dark matter search experiments are ongoing in wide range of mass
・DANCE focuses on Axion-like particles (ALPs) using laser interferometry

・To solve Ⅰ and Ⅱ, temperature of laser crystal is also used for
controlling wavelength in addition to piezo actuator in the laser source
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・belong to ultralight dark matter
・interact with photons and rotate linear polarization
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DANCE [1]
・enhances the rotation angle by
using a bow-tie ring cavity
・sensitive in low-mass region
・detailed setup and current
sensitivity⇒See Oshima’s poster
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・Two issues in the previous setup:
Ⅰ. Resonance continues only ~1 hour due to large drift
Ⅱ. After unlocked, cavity needs to be locked again manually
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Piezo actuator in laser source can change laser wavelength

・Evaluated noise spectrum of DANCE
・Noise of DSP is one order of
magnitude less than DANCE
requirement
・Displacement spectrum needs to be
decreased by optimizing the filter
circuit of the feedback control
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5. Noise Evaluation

Ring cavity needs to be resonant (locked) by feedback control
for a long time (e.g. 1year)

Wavelength 𝜆 needs
to be controlled

do nothing
sweep laser temperature
until cavity is locked again
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Succeeded in locking the cavity again
automatically

[2] D. Budker+, Phys. Rev. X 4, 021030 (2014)

Condition for resonance:
Round-trip length 𝐿 = 𝑚𝜆

Double-loop controlled

0.02-second flicker for unknown causes

・DSP monitors transmitted light to identify
locked or unlocked

・SNR grows with the observation time 𝑇!"# [2]
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Actuation range of piezo
(−43 V~124 V)

Automated Cavity Locking System

2. Issues on Long-Term Observation
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Feedback signal to piezo actuator

One-loop controlled
(only PZT)
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Amplified rotation of
linear polarization

Introduced a digital signal processor
for the control of laser temperature

・Laser temperature has wider range to control laser wavelength
takes on drift instead of piezo
than piezo actuator
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6. Summary
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・DANCE searches for axion dark matter with ring cavity by enhancing
the rotation of linear polarization.
・For the stable control of the cavity during the long-term observation,
Ⅰ. Double-loop feedback control
Ⅱ. Automated cavity locking system
were developed.
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